WOODEN INDIAN
Words & music by John Denver from Poems, Prayers and Promises (1971)

Use Em throughout, but with a hammer on effect on the 5th string from the 5th fret to the 7th fret throughout the intro and the first halves of each verse. Normal Em on second half of each verse. On the chorus pull from 7th fret to 5th to 2nd fret.

I WAS A RED MAN
I WAS PROUD
I WAS STRONG
YOU WERE THE WHITE MAN
AND YOU TOOK AWAY MY HOME
NOW I AM A WOODEN INDIAN
PAINTED DREAMS INSIDE MY HEAD
TIMES THE WAY YOU BRING ME DOWN
MAKE ME WISH THAT I WAS DEAD
NA NA NA NA NA NA
NANANANANANANA
NA NA NA NA NA NA
NA NA NA NA NA

I WAS A RED MAN
IN MY PASSING MADE NO SOUND
YOU WERE THE WHITE MAN
AND YOU DROVE ME IN THE GROUND
NOW I AM A WOODEN INDIAN
STANDING SILENT IN THE RAIN
I SWEAR BY MY GRANDFATHERS FATHER
WE'RE GONNA RISE AGAIN
NA NA NA NA NA NA
NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA
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